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ABSTRACT 

This article discusses high-frequency systems of standing wave linear electron accelerator. One of the drawbacks 

of standing wave accelerators is extended transient process in high-Q resonator sections, which leads to insufficient beam 

energy at initial stage of high frequency pulse and occurrence of medium energy spread of clusters. This spread can be 

eliminated by power supply of accelerator sections and delay of injection pulse with regard to the pulse of high frequency 

field. This enables fine tuning of high-frequency energy supplied to accelerating resonator sections upon simultaneous 

variation of time constant of transient process of electric fields setup in sections. In these systems complete decoupling of 

generator from high-Q accelerating sections is achieved, the influence of current load by accelerating sections decreases, 

and beam output properties are improved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Standing wave electron linear accelerators (linac) 

in some cases are more compact and efficient in 

comparison with running wave linac [1]. As a rule, 

accelerating system of such facilities is comprised of 

contoured cavity resonators of biperiodic slow wave 

structures (BSS) of various types [2]. High frequency (HF) 

power of accelerating sections in such linacs is supplied by 

magnetron or klystron amplifier and generator decoupling 

from high-Q accelerating resonators are performed by 

ferrite valves, circulators or HF bridges. 

Power supply of linac accelerating sections from 

magnetron via Waveguide Bridge in terms of efficiency, 

dimensions and maintainability, cost of main and auxiliary 

equipment, is preferred in comparison with other power 

supply types [3]. In addition, with appropriate selection of 

bridge properties it is possible to stabilize magnetron 

frequency more than by an order of magnitude. 

Output properties of standing wave accelerators 

are strongly influenced by extended transient process of 

GF field setup in accelerating resonator sections with high 

value of basic Q-factor. 

It is known that accelerating resonator section can 

be presented in the form of resonant circuit [4], hence, 

accelerating electric field in BSS increases according to 

the following equation: 

 𝐸 = 𝐸 [ − − 𝜔𝑡 +𝜒𝑄 ].                                                   

 

Transient process leads to insufficient beam 

energy at initial stage of HF pulse and occurrence of 

medium energy spread of clusters [5]. This can be 

eliminated by delay of injection pulse with regard to the 

pulse of high frequency pulse. This issue was studied in 

[6] with regard to standing wave electron linear 

accelerators (linac). It was found that in order to minimize 

energy scatter at accelerator output it is required to apply 

the following delay in injection pulse with regard to HF 

pulse: 

 𝜏 = +𝜒 𝜋 𝜉, 

 

where 𝜉 = √𝑍𝜒 ,  is the average current per pulse, 

 is the resonator Q-factor, 𝜒 is the coupling coefficient. 

The delay of injection pulse was experimentally 

achieved on two-sectional standing wave linac. In order to 

provide valid measurements of energy spectra at output 

the beam diagnostics was studied at first in details, since 

the standing wave linacs on the basis of BSS are 

characterized by intensive radial motion of particles. The 

measurements were performed by magnetic spectrum 

analyzer. 

Axial path of electron beam was adjusted after 

measurements of actual topography of magnetic field 

using measuring coil. Accurate calculation of electron 

motion in inter-pole space and on magnet ends with 

accounting for actual distribution of magnetic induction 

was based on solution of the differential equations: 

 𝜉 = (𝜉 − 𝜉 ),                     𝜉 = (𝜉 − 𝜉 ),                                                           𝜉 = (𝜉 − 𝜉 ), 
 

where γ = − ξ − ξ − ξ − ;   ξ = λ ;   ξ = λ ;   ξ =
λ ;   x, y, zare the Cartesian coordinates; 𝜆 =  is the 
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scale factor; 𝑖 = 𝜆𝐻 𝑖𝑍𝑐 , 𝑖 = , , ;  𝑖  are the values 

of respective components of magnetic field intensity. The 

dot means differentiation with respect to the reduced 

parameter 𝜏 = 𝜆⁄ . 

Adjustment of main path shape, angle of entry 

and exit of electrons into magnet inter-pole region, 

configuration of vacuum chamber and positions of 

collimators was performed for nominal value of electron 

output energy . . 

Using the measured value of magnetic induction 

 as a function of current in magnet winding and known 

equation + = , where , ,   are the 

relative velocity, kinetic energy, and electron motion 

radius, respectively, it is possible to obtain kinetic energy 

of electrons transmitted via spectrometer as a function of 

winding current [7]. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The spectra were measured as follows. Faraday 

cups were installed on both outputs of analyzer vacuum 

chamber. Upon direct beam passage and at the first stage 

of measurements the signals were indicated by 

microammeters. Semiautomatic operation was maintained 

by specialized tools. Errors of energy measurement using 

magnetic spectrometer are determined by several reasons. 

Firstly, it is the measurement error of magnetic induction 

in working region by Hall sensor equaling to 1.5%. In 

addition, there is the error related with deviation of normal 

to sensor surface from direction of magnetic induction 

vector, actually it is not higher than 0.5%. The gap width 

of the collimator in the side arm of vacuum chamber is 

, which at the radius of axial path of electron motion 

of   results in the error of energy measurement of 

2.2%. The contributions to measurement errors are made 

also by instability of power sources and by measurement 

errors of winding current. Cumulative error of spectrum 

analyzer for point beam with zero divergence amounted to 

3.3%. 

In the course of measurements on the accelerator 

the analyzer input was collimated by two copper 

diaphragms with the hole diameter of  at the 

distance of . It should be mentioned that low 

displacements of beam at the first collimator and low 

angle variations of entry into the analyzer resulted in 

additional uncertainty of energy, which is equivalent to 

increased width of the analyzer entry gap. Measurements 

by sensor of partial absorptions with aluminum absorbers 

with the widths of 0.416, 0.983 и 1.789 /  installed on 

the analyzer output at constant currents of magnet 

demonstrated that scatter in the measured transmission 

coefficient depends on variation of HF energy, magnetron 

frequency, and current load on sections. As a consequence, 

cumulative error of energy measurement amounted to 

5%. 

The measurement accuracy was improved by 

higher level collimation of accelerated beam, which leads 

to sharp decrease in intensity at spectrometer output and 

creates difficulties of recording of small currents. In 

addition, higher level collimation of beam prevents usage 

of complete accelerated current at deactivated magnetic 

field. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure-1а illustrates variations of spectral 

properties as a function of HF generator power at section 

input. The width of energy distribution of electrons at half-

height with regard to intensity varies from 15% to 23%, 

which can be attributed mainly to transient processes in 

resonator sections. 

Increase in spectrum by 8% at half-height is 

possible наupon increase in magnetron frequency with 

regard to medium resonant frequency of section as 

illustrated in Figure-1b. This effect is attributed to better 

phase sequence of clusters with regard to accelerating field 

in the second section with varied eigen frequencies of 

sections. This is evidenced by increase in active current 

loading of the second section, whereas the loading of the 

first section remains the same. 

 

 
 

Figure-1. Energy spectra at the output of two-section accelerator: a) upon variation of generator power 

and beam pulse current Ip = mA: − P = MW, − P = , MW, − . MW; b) upon variation of 

generator power and beam pulse current Ip = mA: −  f , 2 - f − . MHz , − f + . MHz. 
 

Figure-2 illustrates the beam energy spectra at 

accelerator output upon delay in injection pulse with 
regard to HF pulse for = . и =  𝜉 =. , which is close to nominal values. 
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Figure-2. Energy spectrum at the output of two-section 

accelerator: − (τp = μs, τ = );  − τp = μs,τ = . μs ;   − τp = . μs, τ = . μs . 

 

It was found that at optimum delay of injection 

pulse the width of distribution function at half-height 

equals to 4.5%, which is by 1.6 times lower than without 

delay. At the same time average beam energy slightly 

increases. The same figure shows spectrum at duration of 

injection pulse 𝜏 = . μ  and 𝜏 = μ . In this case the 

scatter due to acceleration of electrons upon drop of HF 

pulse is excluded and the spectrum width decreases to 3%. 

A series of similar measurements at different ,  and  demonstrates that the spectrum width instead 

of ÷ % without delay amounts from 3.5% to 6% with 

optimum delay. When half duration of injection pulse was 

used the respective values were as follows: ÷ % 

without delay and ÷ . % with optimum delay. 

The obtained results demonstrate that the delay of 

injection pulse in standing wave linac would allow 

decreasing significantly the energy spectrum width of 

accelerated electrons to 2%, moreover, technical 

implementation of the delay is readily available. 

However, in this case the electron efficiency of 

accelerator decreases due to increase in HF energy wastes. 

Let us consider some standing wave linacs which improve 

output properties of accelerators with simultaneous 

increase in their electron efficiency. 

According to Eq. (1) energy loss upon transient 

process equals to = +𝜒 𝜔 . 

It can be seen that the loss of high-Q systems is 

high and substantial at low durations of HF pulse. For the 

considered class of accelerators the pulse duration is in 

comparatively narrow range . ÷ μ , which is 

determined on the one hand by onset time of oscillations 

in self-excited generator, and, on the other hand, by 

sparkling, cathode emission drop, and transition of 

generation frequency to another type of oscillations [8]. 

Therefore, energy loss caused by transient process can 

amount to tens of per cents in standing wave linac. 

Figure-3(a) illustrates the flowchart of cascade 

connection of HF bridges which improves output 

properties of multi-sectional standing wave linacs with 

simultaneous increase in electron efficiency of these 

devices. With this aim the output arms of the first bridge 

are connected to two grouping sections of separate 

resonators, and those of the second and subsequent bridges 

to identical accelerating sections. The second output arm 

of the last bridge is connected to absorbing HF loading. 

The coupling coefficient of accelerating and grouping 

sections with input waveguides is selected on the basis of 

the following equations: 

 = − + √ − ,                    (3) 

 = − − + √ − − − , 

 

where  is the coupling coefficient of grouping sections 

with the arms of the first bridge;  is the nominal power 

of HF generator;  is the nominal active power of 

grouping sections;  is the coupling coefficient of each 

pair of accelerating sections with the arms of coupled HF 

bridge;  is the total amount of HF bridges; =, , … −  is the number of pair of accelerating sections 

connected to one HF bridge. 

Generally, bunching system in standing wave 

linac consumes comparatively moderate portion of energy 

supplied from HF generator, thus, the main portion of 

incident wave reflects from it. According to Eq. (3) the 

coupling coefficient with input waveguide corresponds to 

the mode of strong over-coupling. Hence, the time of 

transient process sharply decreases, the time constant of 

this process is 𝜏 = +𝛽 𝜔 , where ≫ . 

In subsequent sections the transient process is 

accelerated both due to increase in , and due to 

increasing HF energy supplied the section input in 

comparison with steady mode as a consequence of 

reflections from previous sections. 

Therefore, even in the last pair of accelerating 

sections operating in the mode of critical coupling the 

transient process is slightly accelerated. If HF system of 

the accelerator is arranged according to such layout, then 

the transient process in bunching system will be faster by 

17 times. This would improve acceleration conditions of 

electrons at leading edge of HF pulse envelope and enable 

actually complete elimination of particles previously 

accelerated at pulse falling edge. As a consequence the 

width of energy spectrum decreases by 2 3 times, 

herewith, HF energy loss in waveguide loading decreases 

by 30%, that is, accelerated current slightly increases by 

about 5%. It should be mentioned that in addition the 

dimensions of HF system becomes more compact due to 

removal of one absorbing loading from the flowchart. 

Figure-3b illustrates the modification of this HF 

system for three-section accelerator with the following 

coupling coefficients of resonator sections with input 

waveguides: =  = + √ , = . 
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Figure-3. HF supply power system: a) multi-sectional 

accelerator; b) three- section accelerator. 

 

That is, the first two sections consume by 25% of 

HF generator energy and the third one consumes 50%. 

With such configuration well grouped electron clusters 

with low phase duration are generated at output of the 

second section. Using phase invertor, modifying entry 

phase of clusters into the third section, it is possible to fine 

tune the electron energy at accelerator output. Coupling 

ratio somewhat differs from , which enables 

stabilization of magnetron frequency using high-Q 

resonators. Herewith, the third section does not influence 

on generator operation since it is completely decoupled 

from generator by ferrite isolator. 

It should be mentioned that such systems were 

considered with assumption of zero current loading. In 

order to account for the value of accelerated current the 

coupling coefficients of resonator sections with input 

waveguides should be adjusted; then, maximum HF 

energy is supplied to accelerating sections even with non-

zero current loading. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS  

In the considered high-frequency systems of linac 

supply generator was completely decoupled from high-Q 

accelerating sections is achieved, the influence of current 

load by accelerating sections decreases, and beam output 

properties are improved. 

These systems permit fine tuning of HF energy 

supplied to accelerating resonator sections and 

simultaneous variation of time constant of transient 

process of electric fields setup in the sections. Addition of 

facilities for implementation of wide-scale tuning of 

accelerated beam parameters without impairing of its 

quality into accelerating and high frequency systems 

creates conditions for successful solution of wide range of 

experimental and practical tasks using similar devices. 

Such universalization would permit to arrange serial 

production and successful implementation of such 

accelerators. 

We plan to consider designs of coupling cells and 

input unit of high-frequency power of standing wave linac 

and HF focusing [9,10], which would permit tuning of 

accelerating current with optimum mode of electron 

acceleration and tuning adjustment of beam output energy 

at fixed value of accelerating current. 
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